Many algorithm animation tools have been developed over the last years.The users of such tools can be separated into four roles: the original algorithm programmer, developers of the animation tool, visualizers that generate the animation and end users viewing the animation. Most tools focus on providing features for only one or at most two of these roles.The ANIMAL system is designed to present valuable bene¢ts for the last three roles.The principal research contributions of this work lie in dynamic extensibility, internationalization of GUI components and animation content, reversible animation display and £exible import and export facilities.We also present several core features of ANIMAL including dynamic recon¢guration, internationalization in both GUI and animations, display scaling, export facilities and full video player controls.r
Introduction
ALGORITHM ANIMATION (AA) is a subtopic of software visualization focusing on the dynamic visualization of the higher level abstractions which describe software [1] . Thus, it covers the dynamic display of actual implementation code, pseudo-code or other abstract views.The interest in algorithm animation has grown over the last years, as indicated by the growing number of publications, for example [2^5] .
One of the ¢rst examples of algorithm animation is the ¢lm Sorting out Sorting [6] . Shown at many universities all over the world, the movie introduces nine di¡erent internal sorting methods, including an e⁄ciency analysis. The movie is described in more detail in [7] . Since then, many algorithm animations tools have been developed. Most of these tools come from universities and are freely available. However, the interpretation of what algorithm animation is di¡ers between the tools, and thus each provides a slightly di¡er-ent approach.
The standard book for the more general topic of software visualization [2] provides two di¡erent taxonomies for software visualization. The ¢rst taxonomy is based on a framework of six categories: scope, content, form, method, interaction and e¡ectiveness. These categories are then further re¢ned into subcategories with up to three levels [1] . The second taxonomy for classifying algorithm animation displays uses a three-dimensional grid with the axes persistence, content and transformation type [8] .
U N C O R R E C T E D P R O O F
Price et al. [1] de¢ne four di¡erent roles in algorithm animation: user, visualizer, software visualization software developer (or simply developer) and programmer.The user views and interacts with an animation speci¢ed by the visualizer.The underlying animation system is designed and implemented by developers. Finally, the programmer is the implementer of the visualized algorithm, for example, Quicksort. Note that in this context, the programmer may be unaware of animation plans by the visualizer.Therefore, most animation systems cannot provide services for the programmer role.
Each role has di¡erent expectations of algorithm animation systems. Users want to have a tool that runs smoothly, is easy to use and o¡ers features such as video-player-like controls. Visualizers require comfortable and £exible animation generation, di¡erent ways of generating animations may be required to address personal preferences or experience levels. Developers may be interested in how easily the system can be updated or extended according to visualizer or user demands.
Since 1998, we have been working on an algorithm animation system called ANIMAL [9] . The system is geared to address these expectations by providing valuable services to the three roles concerned with algorithm animation. Users can freely adjust the magni¢-cation and display speed, export animations to other formats, and choose the language used in the graphical user interface and localized animations.The structuring of animations and the £exible display capabilities reduce the chance of getting lost.Visualizers can choose between three di¡erent approaches for generating animations: graphically in a GUI, by scripting, or using an API. They also pro¢t from the £exible object placement features, internationalization support, precise timing of all actions and the generic graphical primitives and animation e¡ects. Developers can implement additions that may be added or removed while the system is running. These additions are con¢gurable on a directory basis, allowing for di¡erent views of the same tool in a shared environment. In addition, a new language for the GUI can be added without touching any system code.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short survey of representative algorithm animation systems. Section 3 describes the features of ANIMAL for the di¡erent roles. Section 4 presents our conclusions and areas of future research.
Related Work
Algorithm animation is used in a variety of contexts including education, source code debugging and presentation demands. Our review of the related systems focuses on their educational use. This also constitutes the background of our own work, which began as an implementation for an introductory computer science course. Over 150 software visualization prototypes and systems have been built over the last 20 years [1] . Instead of trying to cover all of them, we will illustrate how the di¡erent roles described in Section 1 are addressed by some representative tools usable in an education context.
Most animation systems o¡er a set of control features for the user role. Some tools such asJsamba [10] allow the user to adjust the speed of the display. Most systems can run in a single-step mode. A slide show mode for a set of steps or the full animation is also common. Support for going backwards for a ¢xed number of steps as in DDD [11] is relatively uncommon. Most systems do not support this operation at all. There are some notable exceptions such as ZStep 95 [12] and Leonardo [13] which o¡er fully reversible execution.
Several tools focus on supporting the visualizer role.The approach taken for generating a visualization varies between tools. Dershem and Brummund [3] describe an approach for visualizing web-based sorting algorithms by decorating the algorithm with special method invocations. Several other tools including the well-known POLKA, POLKA-RC and XTANGO [14] provide special API methods for visualization. Algorithma 99 [15] lets the user enter algorithms in a prede¢ned pseudo-code language which can then be visualized.
Several systems including JAWAA [16] and JSamba [10] visualize input provided in a special command language. JHAVE Ł [5] extends the language used in JSamba with interactive quiz questions and links to external documentation. Generic presentation tools such as Microsoft Powerpointt and Sun StarImpresst are also often employed by instructors. Most often, algorithm animations are added to lecture slides.The GUI-based generation o¡ered by presentation tools places the least demand on user skills, but at the same time also prevents automation. Furthermore, the lack of support for speci¢c data structures such as lists makes animation generation both awkward and time-consuming.
Most published tools do not o¡er special support for the developer role. In many cases, the source code for the system is not available, preventing developers from adding new features. Even if the source code of the system is available, the user may be forced to ¢gure out where additions have to be placed. A component-based system architecture as used, for example, in Algorithma 99 [15] may make it much easier to add new elements. Patternbased approaches as described by Nguyen and Wong [17] for sorting algorithms also support the developer. For example, the visualizer used in [17] can easily be replaced by another implementation.
By de¢nition, the programmer role may be unaware of future plans for animation when implementing the algorithm. Rasala [18] describes how array algorithms can be automatically animated.This requires adapting the array to a template and using a special implementation that visualizes the operations.Thus, a small change to the code is required.
Several systems supporting the programmer role rely on debugger data, while others are actually debuggers with a graphical front-end that can be used for AA. Probably the most wide-spread representative of the latter type is the GNU Data Display Debugger (DDD) [11] . DDD is reported to have more than 250 000 users world-wide and acts as a front-end for command line debuggers such as GDB. DDD is typically used to locate bugs in programs, but also o¡ers a selection of visualization features. Objects are displayed in boxes with references shown as pointers.When the underlying program stops, DDD retrieves the current values from the debugger and updates the display.This can be regarded as an algorithm animation.The standard display modes include a list display or a selection of numerical value plots. The plots can also be 'animated' by updating the display at breakpoints combined with a continue directive.
There are several similar algorithm animation tools based on interpreting source code, for example ZStep 95 [12] . Used for functional programming, this tool also supports going back-wards in the display. The KAMI system [19] relies on debugger data and uses a 'paper-slide' display mode consisting of a set of overlapping slides illustrating nested method invocations. Jeliot [13] interprets Java source code and automatically generates a visualization. Jeliot 2000 [21] is a special re-implementation of Jeliot for high-school students. Algorithms can be edited and compiled within the tool and are animated including the evaluation of conditions. Leonardo [13] interprets C source code. The execution model also allows ¢ne-grained control over the animation including reverse execution. Alas, Leonardo is only available for Macintosh computers.
Several systems are geared for speci¢c contexts. Example contexts include formal languages [22] , recursive methods [23] , scheduling and page replacement algorithms [24] , image compression [25] , computer architecture models [26] or grading purposes [4, 27] . Some of these systems [24, 25] show the previous state next to the current state.
Animal Features
Most related systems cater for one of the four roles, with only few systems supporting two roles.We wanted our system to address most of the roles.We start with an example animation and then outline the core features ANIMAL o¡ers for the di¡erent roles.The programmer is the only role we have to exclude. We are currently looking into a way to extract relevant data from a program without having to adapt the original code manually. However, this development is still in the early stages.
Example ANIMAL Animation
ANIMAL animations consist of a linked sequence of animation steps. An animation step can contain an arbitrary number of animation e¡ects, each of which can work on several objects at the same time. The animation can be structured by labeling individual steps, with the label acting as a hyperlink in the display front-end [28] .The next animation step is shown when the user activates special GUI elements, or automatically after an optional delay speci¢ed by the visualizer. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of an ANIMAL animation. The window is split into three segments, with two £oatable control segments embracing the central content area. A control tool bar at the top of the window allows adjusting the display speed and magni¢cation. A second tool bar at the bottom contains control elements for triggering the animation display. For layout reasons, we have dragged the control bar from this ¢gure. It is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.The center of the display is occupied by the canvas presenting the animation itself.
The tool bar at the top of the window contains two groups of control elements. The slide ruler to the left adjusts the animation speed between 0 and 1000% of the original speed.The button next to the slide ruler resets the speed to100%.The second slide ruler is used for setting the display magni¢cation. It o¡ers values between 0 and 500%.The magni¢cation can also be reset to 100% using the button at the top right. Scaling the animation window for the available page layout introduces some display artifacts, especially regarding text elements and the labeling of the slide ruler ticks.
The animation shown illustrates the branch and bound solution to the dynamic knapsack problem. The state space tree is shown at the left of the display, containing the individual solution nodes with costs. The ellipse at the bottom shows the currently calculated values and the state of the queue. Finally, the right-hand side of the display contains the pseudo-code of the algorithm.The current step is highlighted by a di¡erent color shade, in the screen shot, this is step 9.
The example animation was created by four students at the University of Wisconsin Park-side using ANIMAL's graphical front-end. It contains 173 animation steps with a total of 299 graphical primitives. Stored in ANIMAL's compressed ASCII-based format, the animation occupies 9958 bytes. 
. Features for Users
The user viewing an animation is one of the most important clients of anyAA system. If the users are dissatis¢ed with the tool, they will not want to use it.This also renders the work of the other three roles useless. Many di¡erent considerations have to be taken into account when implementing graphical user interfaces. Faulkner [29] o¡ers a compact overview of general user interface considerations. This section lists some special user features in ANIMAL which are independent of the generic considerations. One key aspect in tool usability is the language in which the tool is held. Most users are likely to prefer seeing the tool's elements in their native language, assuming the translation is well done.Therefore, we have embedded £exible internationalization support for the graphical user interface components, as well as all messages displayed during program execution. To change the language of the interface, the user simply selects one of the provided language keys from a Language menu. All elements are updated at once to Translating the graphical user interface to another language such as Spanish may be helpful for users £uent in Spanish. However, this is not very e¡ective if the animation itself is in German.The built-in scripting language ANIMALSCRIPT [30] supports the generation of an arbitrary number of language versions within a single animation. The user can choose the animation language on loading the animation from the set of available translations.
A second central area of user support lies in the display controls. Some systems can only display the animation in the forward direction. Only few systems such as ZStep 95 [12] or Leonardo [13] o¡er full reverse playing. The reversibility is achieved by a special interpretation engine. The underlying semantics of the interpreted programming language limits the applicability of the system. Several systems have limited support for going backwards in the animation, bought at the cost of memory for storing the history, for example [11] . Additionally, some systems including JAWAA [31] and JSamba [14] let the animation run through without user interaction, unless explicitly paused. A short distraction may be su⁄cient to miss a relevant event without being able to go back.
One challenge in designing the ANIMAL system therefore was providing e⁄cient random access to the animation steps. Part of the problem lies with irreversible e¡ects, such as scaling objects with a factor of 0. Additionally, simply displaying the previous step with reverse animation may be insu⁄cient for user understanding. Anderson and Naps [32] state that e⁄cient rewinding is one of the most important 'open questions' in AA.
With ANIMAL, we propose a solution to this problem. Clones of the primitives are used to replace the actual primitives in transformations. Irreversible e¡ects can therefore easily be 'undone' by starting from the beginning of the animation in the worst case. Smooth reverse playing is achieved by treating e¡ects as a change of properties on a percentage scale, with the start of the e¡ect at 0% and the end at 100%. Our implementation e⁄-ciently supports smooth reverse playing by simply letting animation e¡ects start at 100% and change their state to 0% instead of in the opposite direction.
ANIMAL provides several di¡erent control mechanisms for selecting the current animation step: a control tool bar, a list of labeled animation steps, a slide ruler and a text ¢eld for direct input.The control tool bar, shown in Figure 2 , provides the same functionality as a video player.The buttons, from left to right, o¡er the following functions:
* rewind to the ¢rst animation step, * return to the previous step, without displaying the transformations in the step, * run the animation in reverse slide show mode, * display the current step backwards, like performing an animated 'undo'operation, * pause at the end of the current step, The slide show modes temporarily link all steps, causing the full animation to be displayed without additional interaction. This does not a¡ect manually speci¢ed delay times. Steps which normally wait for a key press are linked with a delay time that can be set in the con¢guration window.The slide show mode is therefore similar to the standard display in JSamba [10]. Gloor's second 'commandment of algorithm animation' [28] states that users should interact with the system at least every 45 s. Therefore, we regard the slide show mode as an added bonus, not as the central control.
The slide ruler for adjusting the animation progress shows the execution state on a percentage scale. Dragging the ruler acts like a fast forward or backward operation. The slide ruler's tool tip text states the current percentage of the animation. The text ¢eld expects the input of a valid step number and changes to the step. If the requested step does not exist, the input has no e¡ect and the step number is reset to the current step.
The time line window shown in Figure 3 gathers all labeled animation steps. Each line in the window contains a step label, followed by the step number in parentheses. Clicking on one of the labels immediately sets the animation to the associated step.This follows the suggestion of Gloor's third 'commandment of algorithm animation' [28] by enabling the accentuation of logical algorithmic units.
Another issue in animation display is the variety of screen resolutions. Especially when using laptop computers with a display of only 800 Â 600, the animation window may be smaller than the animation content. Another possible cause for size mismatches is desktop layout preference. ANIMAL automatically adds scrollbars to the display as needed. However, scrolling through the animation display for each step is not attractive.
We resolve this problem by allowing the user to scale the animation display. A slide ruler is used for adjusting the magni¢cation to any value between 0 and 500%. ANIMAL resizes the display £uidly. The representation of pixel coordinates as a pair of integer values implies that some magni¢cations work better than others. This is especially the case for text elements, as Java cannot allocate fonts of arbitrary real-valued pixel sizes. Therefore, text that was placed inside a box may become larger than the box in some magni¢cation scales. Changing the scaling factor by a few percentage points is usually Finally, ANIMAL supports diverse import and export ¢lters. Most animation systems do not seem to o¡er any import or export facilities. For example, the scripting languages employed in JAWAA [31] and JSamba [10] are syntactically very similar; however, neither tool can parse the other tool's notation. ANIMAL's open data exchange architecture allows the user to plug in new ¢lters once they are made available on the WWW.
The standard ANIMAL import ¢lters allow reading and writing the formats of ANIMAL, as well as a beta version of a JSamba import ¢lter.We also plan to add a ¢lter for JAWAA. Depending on the features of the output format, the user can choose between exporting a single snapshot for each of the selected export steps, or exporting the step with full dynamics. Animations can currently be exported to validated XML and several image formats including BMP, JPG, PNG and Photoshop PSD, as well as Quicktime videos.The generation of videos is currently restricted to Windows and MacOS, as the underlying Quicktime for Java API [33] incorporates native code.
Features for Visualizers
The visualizer has full timing control over each animation e¡ect by specifying both a duration and an o¡set from the start of the animation step. The intermediate states of the animated objects are interpolated based on the current state of execution and the duration of the e¡ect.Thus, the second frame of a move e¡ect that spans ¢ve consecutive display frames will show the target objects at 20% of the way to their target positions.
We want to address a wide range of visualizers with our system. Therefore, three different ways of generating animations are o¡ered: graphically, by scripting and by API calls. In addition, animations can be imported into the system. ANIMAL treats all loaded animations in the same way, regardless of their origin. Thus, all animations can also be further re¢ned in the graphical editors.
ANIMAL's graphical front-end for animation generation o¡ers access to the full functionality.We have kept the interface as simple as we could to avoid confusing novice users with large menus.The graphical interface contains a drawing window and an animation overview window for assembling the animation e¡ects.The complete graphical interface can be translated into another language with a single menu item selection.We currently provide English and German interface versions. Additional languages can be incorporated by translating a message ¢le and adapting the con¢guration without touching the system's code.
The drawing window, shown in Figure 4 , represents a static view of a given animation step with all animation objects used in the step. New objects are added by clicking on the generation buttons at the top, and then following the instructions in the status line at the bottom of the window. A speci¢c editor window opens when objects are generated or edited. The editors can be used to adapt object properties such as the color or depth information. The drawing interface supports drag and drop on objects or individual nodes. A pop-up menu containing the most common operations is also included. Other features include cloning the current object selection, scaling the display and adjusting settings such as the grid width. 
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The animation overview window, shown in Figure 5 , is used for assembling an animation. Animation steps or e¡ects can be added or removed. Animation e¡ects are generated by clicking on one of the buttons at the top. An e¡ect-speci¢c pop-up editor window can then be used to assemble the properties of the e¡ect, such as the timing information and the a¡ected objects.
Scripting-based generation uses the built-in ANIMALSCRIPT [30] language, which supports all operations available in the graphical front-end. It also o¡ers command short-cuts that combine multiple objects. For example, ANIMALSCRIPTsupports arrays, lists and code elements. Array support includes index pointers, putting and swapping elements. Lists allow the setting and clearing of their pointers.The number of pointers can be any natural number, and the position can be either to the left, right, above or below the list element value. Code support incorporates highlighting code lines or individual line elements, as well as indentation based on the font size. ANIMALSCRIPT animations can easily be generated within program code. ANIMALSCRIPTo¡ers several additions compared to other scripting languages such as those employed in JAWAA [31] and JSamba [10] . Animation internationalization is supported by either embedding the translations into the animation, or linking each translatable text to an external resource ¢le.The translated texts must be provided by the visualizer. Note that the translation of any text is highly likely to impact the text width.
ANIMALSCRIPT o¡ers highly £exible object placement mechanisms to avoid overlapping elements or empty spaces in di¡erent language versions. Individual locations can be de¢ned using absolute ðx; yÞ coordinates, by an o¡set from another object, relative to a stored location, or relative to the last location used. The o¡set operations use the eight compass directions and the center designation, similar to XTANGO [14] . O¡sets from an object refer to the object's bounding box or an individual node of a polyline object. Relative placement is resolved on loading the animation. Using a given object's bounding box also solves the problem of text width di¡erences in internationalized animations. Locations can be stored and used in any of the speci¢cation methods. Relative movement is similar to the forward operation employed in Logo and simpli¢es the generation of many object types such as function graphs.
ANIMALSCRIPTsupports debugging using the echo command. Most commands have several optional parameters, so that the user is not forced to specify unwanted entries.We also provide a separate Java API for generating animations. To reduce redundant implementations, the API acts as a wrapper for generating customized ANIMALSCRIPT commands.We expect most visualizers to use either the scripting language or the API after they have become familiar with the system.
Features for Developers
Developers expect a system to be well-documented, easy to learn and extend, and adaptable to speci¢c needs. Ideally, both recompilation and source code modi¢cations should be unnecessary for adding new features. To achieve this goal, ANIMAL is dynamically assembled from independent components at start-up according to a con¢guration ¢le. Java's dynamic loading facilities also make adding or removing components at runtime possible.
The con¢guration is stored in a properties ¢le in the current directory. Thus, developers can add experimental features to one con¢guration without impacting other con¢gurations. This is especially relevant in the context of a shared installation using a common base con¢guration. If a given component is unwanted or does not work properly, it can also be removed at runtime. The sole exception to this rule are the core components of the system. We plan to gather all available extensions on the ANIMAL home page [34] including a description of the added features.
ANIMAL developers can implement their own extensions following our (forthcoming) implementation guidelines. Example extension areas are adding graphical primitives, animation e¡ects, import or export ¢lters, and new scripting commands. In all cases, the developer has to extend a base class that encapsulates much of the administrative tasks. The new class must be placed in the appropriateJava package and follow naming conventions.
Implementing new features is comparatively easy, as the developer usually does not have to modify any of the underlying code. Much of the implementation is rather
straightforward, although a certain amount ofJava knowledge is required. New graphical primitives can be created easily by combining existing primitives, or alternatively by implementing them from scratch. Graphical primitives are decoupled from animation e¡ects using a special intermediate handler class. Each handler speci¢es the names of all available animation e¡ects for its underlying primitive.The handler is also responsible for mapping given e¡ects to a set of method invocations on the primitive. Graphical primitives and animation e¡ects can therefore be treated as fully independent components.
Providing a new animation e¡ect requires modi¢cations to at least one primitive handler class.The developer has to add a name for the animation e¡ect and map the execution to appropriate primitive method invocations. Both operations are simple text modi¢ca-tions that can often also be accomplished withoutJava programming experience.Without the modi¢cations, no primitive type is registered for the new e¡ect, thus rendering it unreachable.
Developers can easily provide a new language to be supported in the GUI. This requires the translation of a simple text ¢le containing all localized messages. Additionally, four lines have to be added to a con¢guration ¢le.They specify the label of the language menu item, the tool tip text, the language and country code and the name of an image. The image should symbolize the country or language, for example, by using the country's £ag.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the features the algorithm animation system ANIMAL o¡ers for the three user roles user, visualizer and developer. Users can adjust the display of the animation in various ways. The video player control bar includes forward and fully dynamic backward slide show mode. Animation steps may possess a label that gives structure to the animation and also acts as a hyperlink to the step.The magni¢cation can be set to a value appropriate for the current environment. Even large animations can be displayed on small display sizes, with a very modest quality degradation.The language used in the GUI can be changed with one menu selection. Animations built with ANIMAL-SCRIPT can also provide multiple language versions without overlapping elements or white spots. The language support depends on the languages available in the current setting.
Visualizers pro¢t from the highly £exible graphical primitives and animation e¡ects provided by the base system, as well as from additions loaded from the WWW. They can choose between a graphical interface, scripting or API for generating animations according to their preferences and skill levels. Each animation e¡ect can be precisely scheduled using an o¡set from the start of the animation step and a duration. Scripting and API generation add powerful commands which are mapped to a set of primitives or e¡ects. Examples include extensive support for internationalization, £exible object placement and special primitive support as for arrays, lists or code elements.
Developers should ¢nd it easy to extend or adapt ANIMAL to their preferences, including adapting the language used in the GUI front-end. Most possible ANIMAL extensions do not require any modi¢cation of the system code. If code has to be touched, the modi¢ca-tion is typically localized to a single class. 
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Further plans for ANIMAL include providing new graphical primitives, such as images and item lists.We plan to publish a documentation of the steps for extending the system on the tool page. Since 2001, ANIMALSCRIPT is also supported by the JHAVE Ł environment [5] . The bene¢ts of this cooperation regarding multiple-choice quizzes and links to external, dynamic HTML documentation seem promising, though it is too early for a detailed evaluation.
We are also working on providing an applet version of the ANIMAL player front-end. The applet might not fully resemble the application due to the tight integration with Swing and the lack of Swing support in current browsers. An older applet version is available at the ANIMAL home page [34] . Note that this applet may not work with some versions of Netscape due to bugs in Netscape's security manager implementation.
ANIMAL is available on the Internet at http://www.animal.ahrgr.de/. All currently registered ANIMAL animations as well as future extensions of ANIMAL will also be collected at this location. 
